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Time capsule, Time Capsules Australia. CONTENTS from bottom left Nespresso coffee capsules. UE ‘Wonderboom’ bluetooth speaker. Sonos ‘Playbase’ 
wireless speaker for TVs. Fitbit ‘Surge’ smart watch. Bird In Hand 2017 Pinot Nero Rosé. Google Chromecast. Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin. Fidget spinner. 
Austral Bricks ‘Burlesque’ brick in Enchanting Yellow. Google Home Mini home assistant. Caesarstone sample in Calacatta Nuvo. KeepCup reusable  
coffee cup. Kikki.K ‘Inspiration’ mindfulness journal. Utopia Goods ‘Blackwattle’ linen fabric. Pantone swatch in Ultra Violet. Anova ‘Precision Cooker’ 
bluetooth-controlled sous vide tool. Yates Kale, Coriander and Sweet Basil seeds. Hexagonal marble tiles, Di Lorenzo Tiles. Bristile Roofing solar roof tile. 
Rok organic kombucha. Bragg organic apple cider vinegar. Apple iPhone X smartphone. Haigh’s Chocolates dark-chocolate Easter Bilby. 

We’re creating a time capsule to mark h&G’s  
70th birthday. and you can have your say, too!

MOMENT IN TIME
Many stories in this issue address the passing 

parade of home fashions and objects of 
desire. so we thought it would be fun to 

create a time capsule full of items that reveal who  
we are now – to be opened in 10 years’ time.

What will be made of the current passion for 
smashed avocado, sous vide cooking and smoked 
food? Will kale and kombucha be staples of the 
healthy diet in 2028? Will a latte still be the most- 
ordered coffee in the country, and rosé the top 
summer lunch tipple? Will mindfulness books sit 
alongside Dan Brown blockbusters in the bestsellers’ 
list? What will be the reaction to the 2018 Pantone 
colour of the year, Ultra violet? Will fidget spinners 
have spun around again? Will plastic bags have 
vanished? Will our homes be run by a i? Will 
hexagonal tiles have run their course?

We will have to wait a decade to find out. 
Our ‘capsule’, manufactured by Brisbane 
company time Capsules australia, will be 
stored at the Caroline simpson Library & 
research Collection, part of sydney Living 
Museums, and opened on March 1, 
2028. here’s a selection of the items  
to be archived. Do let us know if you 
think we’ve missed anything.  # 
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What everyday items 
are so 2018? send 
suggestions for h&G’s 
time capsule to h&g@
bauer-media.com.au.

FINAL


